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Early prediction of long-term tactile object recognition performance after 
Analysis of behavioural data 229
Behavioural data were analysed blinded to lesion mapping results. We compared baseline 230 demographic and clinical data between patients and controls using the Chi-square test for 231
proportions and unpaired t-test for normally distributed data. All behavioural data were 232 converted to z-scores using gender-and hand-matched data from the healthy control group, 233 such that more negative scores indicated increased impairment. To test for statistically 234 significant impairment at study entry, we performed Wilcoxon signed-rank tests on baseline 235 z-scores. 236 We characterised TOR performance in two ways. To obtain a continuous measure of TOR 237 performance, we computed a principal component analysis (PCA) of longitudinal TOR 238 performance data (3 visits, 36 patients) using the MATLAB function princomp.m. This 239 resulted in three principal components (PC), including time course, variance and 36 patient 240 scores for each PC. These scores summarise each patient's longitudinal performance and 241 represent our main outcome measure. We then classified patients into performance groups, 242 based on the number of correctly identified objects at the end of the study: the 243 Normal/Recovered group (N/R) included patients who attained TOR performance within the 244 limits of healthy controls, i.e. 26-30 objects; the Partially Recovered group (PR) included 245 patients who attained the lower bound of controls and achieved at least 50% correct 246 recognitions (15<n<26); and the Persistently Impaired group (PI) consisted of patients who 247 achieved less than 50% (n<15). Intersubject Mahalonobis distances in the multidimensional 248 vector space of TOR performance have been calculated, as well as their Gaussian mixture 249 distribution in one dimension. 250
We used a multiple linear regression model of all subjects to test if baseline demographic and 251 clinical characteristics, lesion volume, and sensorimotor functions predicted patients' PCA-252 derived TOR scores. We implemented the model with the MATLAB function fitlm.m, using 253 robust regression via iteratively reweighted least-squares fitting (Holland & Welsch, 1977) .
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Lesion-based prediction of tactile object recognition performance 255
To predict individual TOR performance from lesion maps we implemented a MVPA pipeline 256 using the Pattern Recognition for Neuroimaging Toolbox (PRONTO, version 2.0, 257 http://www.mlnl.cs.ucl.ac.uk/pronto/). Specifically, we applied Gaussian process regression 258 (GPR) to predict TOR performance from voxel-wise lesion maps. A GPR model provides a 259 way to learn a regression function from training data set D = {X, y}, were X is a matrix of 260 input feature vectors (in our case a selection of lesioned voxels) and y a vector of target 261 variables (TOR performance scores). Our goal is then to predict a new target value y* from a 262 new sample x*, using this function. GPR is a Bayesian extension of linear regression that can 263 be used to solve supervised pattern recognition problems; the Gaussian process is a 264 multivariate normal distribution that defines a prior over the regression functions one wishes 265 to evaluate (Rasmussen & Nickisch, 2010 
A priori voxel selection related to tactile information processing 269
A critical issue for MVPA is the selection of the data to which the algorithm is applied, 270 because including irrelevant voxels can degrade model performance (Norman, Polyn, Detre, 271 & Haxby, 2006) . One way to pre-select data is to use regions defined by functional criteria 272 (Haxby, 2001 ). The criterion we defined was that voxels to which MVPA be applied should 273 correspond to regions that are functionally relevant for healthy tactile performance. To 274 identify these regions in a data-driven way, we performed a meta-analysis of functional MRI 275 data using the Neurosynth database (http://www.neurosynth.org). This framework allows 276 users to synthesise the results of a multitude of functional MRI studies into maps that display 277 voxels selectively related to particular search terms (Yarkoni, Poldrack, Nichols, Van Essen, 278 & Wager, 2011). We used the search term "tactile" and eliminated all studies that did not use 279 3T MRI, did not investigate somatosensory processes, or reported results of patient 280 populations; the final sample consisted of 45 studies (appendix figure A.2). Synthesis of these 281 studies yielded a bi-hemispheric map of activations uniquely associated with the term 282 "tactile". The significance threshold of this map was z = 3.89, corresponding to a false-283 discovery rate (FDR) of q < 0.01 (results are available at https://osf.io/n97cb/). From this map, 284
we identified 8 activation clusters that were located on the right hemisphere and affected in at 285 least 3 patients. These clusters were binarised at the FDR threshold and used as an analysis 286 mask in PRONTO. 287 M A N U S C R I P T
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Note that the 8 activation clusters represented now the reference landmarks both for the 288 MVPA map as well as the cytoarchitectonic maps. In order to obtain proper localisation, we 289 verified identical overlap between the activation clusters and the cortical fields, including 290 cytoarchitectonically defined areas, in both hemispheres. 291
Evaluation of model performance 292
To evaluate model performance, we used a leave-one-subject-out (LOSO) cross-validation 293 procedure in which the GPR function was repeatedly trained with 34 subjects and then 294 applied to predict the TOR score of the withheld subject. Since LOSO cross-validation can 295 lead to biased estimates in small sample sizes ( In the perspective of functionally characterizing the involved brain regions we integrated the 308 weighted maps into a probabilistic cytoarchitectonically based atlas, which is superior in this 309 respect to traditional atlases (Eickhoff, Paus, et al., 2007) . A quality criterion, i.e. the ratio 310 between mean observed probability for an area within an area [p(obs)] versus overall mean 311 probability of that same area across the brain as expected [p(exp)], assures proper localization 312 within a cytoarchitectonically defined area (Eickhoff et al., 2005) . 313
Reliability of MVPA in predicting lesion maps of impaired subjects 314
To check for reliability of the MVPA lesion map in predicting lesioned areas in the case of 315 the PI group, we performed a standard univariate voxel-behaviour analysis, comparing theM A N U S C R I P T
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12 N/R group (n = 22 patients) with the PI group (n = 7) using the Liebermeister measure ( The use of different magnetic field strengths during data acquisition (see section 2.2.3) could 326 lead to erroneous lesion segmentations, because DWI contrast appears to be lower at 3T 327 compared to 1.5T (Rosso et al., 2010 ). This in turn could bias MVPA results. To address this, 328
we performed three additional analyses. First, we overlaid lesion maps from patients scanned 329 at 1.5T with their corresponding follow-up scans acquired at 3T, to visually confirm that 330 lesions overlapped the chronic infarct core. Second, we compared lesion volumes between 331 patients acquired at 1.5T and 3T, using a Mann-Whitney test. Third, we performed a MVPA 332 using a Gaussian process classifier in PRONTO, to test whether scanner field strength could 333 be predicted from lesion maps alone. We used the area under the curve (AUC) and balanced 334 accuracy as performance measures. Equal lesion volumes and failure to distinguish scanner 335 type using MVPA would militate against a biasing effect of magnetic field strength. 336 3.
Results
337
Tactile object recognition performance
338
Clinical, demographic and behavioural characteristics are listed in Table 1 . All patients were 339 significantly affected in all behavioural tests compared to healthy controls. Concerning TOR, 340 patients identified on average 19 (range 0-30) objects at baseline (mean time post-stroke 6.2 341 days, SD 4.0 days) with their affected hand, 22 (0-30) objects after three months, and 24 (0-342 30) objects after nine months. Plots of TOR performance against time revealed highly 343 variable individual trajectories, which we divided into three subgroups using clinical criteria 344 (Fig. 1A) . The 22 patients of the N/R) group performed equally well as healthy controls or 345 recovered to that level; the 7 patients of the PI group remained impaired; and the 6 patients of 346 the PR group showed steep trajectories that did not exceed the lower bound of healthyM A N U S C R I P T A C C E P T E D ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT 13 controls. At baseline 31 patients, out of the cohort of 35 finally included into the study, were 348 able to perform tactual exploration of objects presented for TOR. Four subjects exhibited 349 plegic fingers at baseline, and were therefore unable to explore the objects actively. Based on 350 PSO three of them had recovered at month 1 and the fourth at month 2 sufficiently for active 351 touch underlying TOR. Two of these subjects turned out to represent transient pseudo tactile 352 agnosias related to the initial hand plegia and, thus, have been allocated to the N/R group; 353 from the remaining two one has allocated to the PR group and one to the PI group. 354
Longitudinal PCA of TOR performance indicated that the first PC explained 93.2 % of 355 variance in TOR data over time. We therefore used each patient's score on the first PC as the 356 TOR performance score characterising his behavioural trajectory over time (Fig 1B) . (Fig. 1C) . 363
We next used multiple linear regression to test the influence of baseline clinical and 364 behavioural variables on TOR recovery scores. As Table 2 shows, this analysis indicated that 365 a model including two baseline predictors, MAC and fine motor skill as quantified by PSO, 366 explained almost 90% of the variance in TOR recovery scores at the level of significance, p < 367 0.001. Importantly, lesion volume was not significantly associated with TOR performance. The results of applying MVPA to predict TOR performance scores from the tactile-378 constrained patient binary lesion maps are presented in Figure 3A and Figure 4B . Because data had been acquired at different magnetic field strengths (see Materials and 407 Methods), we performed control analyses to rule out a confounding influence of scanner type 408 on results. We visually confirmed that lesion maps from patients scanned at 1.5 T overlapped 409 with the chronic infarct core seen on follow-up 3T MRIs. Furthermore, we assessed whether 410 lesion volumes were systematically different between patients scanned at 1.5T (n = 9) and 3 411 T (n =26), but this was not the case (U = 89. 
Regional contributions to prediction and relationship to poor TOR performance
415
We found six significant areas out of the eight meta-analytic clusters, covering the lesion 416 overall map (Figure 2A) . These six areas, explaining 62.9% of classifier weights in the meta-417 analytic network, contributed essentially to prediction of TOR performance. Sorted in Table 3 were more severely lesioned in PI than in N/R group according to the Liebermeister measure 425 (Fig 3B) and yielded peak effects above the significance threshold for each cluster (z = 3.98, 426 p <.05, permutation test). These areas matched exactly those of the MVPA prediction m8ap 427 labelled supramarginal gyrus and parietal operculum. The PR group was not distinguished 428 from the other groups by a specifically circumscribed lesion load (see Table 3 ). Controlling 429 for lesion overlays showed uniform patterns within the groups defined according to TOR 430 classification. These showed an extending common lesion in the infraparietal lobule for 431 subjects of the PI group, common lesional areas in pre-and postcentral gyrus of similar size 432 for those of the PI or PR groups, and small and varying lesions with minimal overlap for 433 those of the N/R group. 434
Discussion
435
In this prospective study we show that MVPA of DWI lesion maps can be used to accurately 436 predict long-term recovery of TOR after stroke. The subjects of the study cohort were 437 impaired to varying degree in exploring objects by grasping finger movements. In a 438 multivariate regression analysis of TOR recovery related to baseline data, only the ability to 439 discriminate differences in the long axis of a cube, a macrogeometrical object property, and 440 the PSO subtest of JTT proved to be of significance. In the long-term performance comparing 441 the respective trajectories, the sensory recovery leading to TOR and precision grip of fingers 442 ventral parts of the ips in a study of shape-selective regions and activation by haptic and 576 visual stimuli (Stilla & Sathian, 2008) . These authors also observed bilateral haemodynamic 577 responses in area 3b after tactual exploration of both texture and shape but not beyond this 578 site, suggesting divergent pathways for these object features in the further course. The 579 pathway for shape appeared to traverse dorsally and converge to PPC, which is consistent 580 with the network delineated in our study. 581
The distinct roles of the ventral pathway in the recognition of real objects, and of the dorsal 582 pathway in identification of the spatial characteristics of non-real objects and motion, have 583 been termed as "what" and "where" dissociation (Reed et al. 2005 ). This dissociation 584
suggests an analogy to visual pathways in that the dorsal somatosensory pathway mediates 585 spatial information related to objects and the ventral somatosensory pathway that related to 586 identification of real objects (Goodale and Milner,1992; Reed et al.,2005) . This concept has 587 been modified by Goodale and Milner (1992) somatosensory information finally converges (Bonda, Petrides, & Evans, 1996) . In the 600 subjects with persistent aperceptive tactile agnosia, sensory information output from these 601 higher order cortices to the inferior frontal gyrus seems to be definitely disrupted, impairing 602 the adoption of hand actions to specific needs. 603
The central role of IPL may explain its role both in TOR as well in maintaining adequate 604 exploratory actions. Subjects like those of the PI subgroup, who exhibit disturbed higherM A N U S C R I P T
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21 order sensory function, are prone to forget repeatedly motor skill performance since they are 606 unable to sense errors with their affected hand (Raghavan, 2016) . 607
Limitations
608
The results discussed above must be viewed in the context of the following caveats. 609
First, our sample size is small compared to other studies using lesion-based MVPA to predict 610 further behavioural course ( Smith et However, recovery from poor performance is of more immediate interest regarding the return 619 to daily activities of stroke patients. 620
Regarding neuroimaging data acquisition, the use of different scanner field strengths in the 621 first 9 patients is certainly suboptimal, but our additional analyses failed to reveal any 622 differences in lesion volumes between patients investigated at 1.5T and 3T, and a MVPA 623 model was unable to differentiate between these groups. Also, we note that predictions of 624 these patients (Fig 4C) were well within the range of the rest of the cohort. Therefore, it 625 seems unlikely that our results were biased by data acquisition procedures. A further concern 626 related to neuroimaging data analysis is the cancellation of possible lateralisation effects after 627 flipping lesions to one hemisphere. However, results from previous studies suggest that TOR 628 performance does not depend on which hand is used (Craddock & Lawson, 2009; Yamashita, 629 2015) . At the stage of encoding and forming a definite percept, the contralateral hemisphere 630 is mainly involved, with final bilateral activation of SII after unilateral input (Chung et 
